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Introduction:

Chondorules are mm-sized, spherical-shaped, once-

molten particles that are the main inclusion of chon-

dritic meteorites. They are thought to have formed by

flash heating events in the early solar nebula. There

also exist compound chondrules. The fraction of com-

pound chondrules is about 4% in all the chondrules.

Some compound chondrules seemed to be formed by

collisions of two independent particles. However, It

seems difficult to form compound chondrules, because

the collision frequency of two dust particles in the so-

lar nebula is expected to be very low.

Shock-wave heating model is one of the plausible

models for chondrule formation. We notice the heating

mechanism of this model. In this model, dust particles

are exposed to the high-speed gas flow behind the

shock front and heated by the gas frictional heating.

Since the gas frictional heating works only at the sur-

face of the dust particle, the surface of the dust particle

is expected to be molten at first, then the inside to be

molten later due to the thermal conduction [1]. In that

case, the ram pressure of the gas flow may split and/or

strip off the molten part [2, 3]. Since the local number

density of ejectors behind the stripped dust particle (we

call it “parent dust particle”) is increased, the mutual

collisions between these ejectors are likely to occur

frequently. It is strongly suggested that this mechanism

accounts for the compound chondrule formation.

The collision frequency Fcoll can be estimated by

Fcoll = (72�mat re
7
Reject

3
/ rp

4�vPfm)
1/3
,where Reject, re, and

�v are the ejection rate, radius, and velocity dispersion

of ejectors, respectively, and �mat, rp , and Pfm are the

material density of dust particle (=3 g/cm
3
), radius of

parent particle, and gas ram pressure, respectively (see

a paper presented by Miura et al. in this meeting). Us-

ing above formula, we can confirm whether our new

model for compound chondrule formation is possible

or not if we obtain information of ejectors (Reject, re,

�v). The purpose of this study is (1) to numerically

simulate hydrodynamical evolution of the molten dust

particle in the shock-wave heating model and estimate

the collision frequency and (2) to discuss whether

compound chondrules can form by collisions among

ejectors or not.
Numerical model:

Fig 1(A) represents initial setup of our simulation.

A spherical molten dust particle is expressed by a

green-object. The gas flows from the left hand side,

and the dust particle is exposed to the gas flow. In or-

der to express the molten surface facing to the gas flow

directly, the left hemisphere of the dust particle is as-

sumed to be low-viscous fluid (μ =1 poise), in contrast,

the right one to be high-viscous fluid (μ =106 poise).

We numerically solve the hydrodynamics equations
using a new code recently we developed based on the
CIP method [4].
Disruption of molten dust particle:

Numerical results: One of the results of our simu-

lation is showed in Figure 1(B)-(D). The radius of par-

ent particle rp is 5 mm, ram pressure of gas flow Pfmis

20000 dyn/cm
2
, and surface tension coefficient � is

400 dyn/cm. Corresponding Weber number We is 25.

These panels in figure1 represent hydrodynamical evo-

lution of the molten particle. The time is (B) 0.0050

sec, (C) 0.0109 sec, and (D) 0.0136 sec after initial

settings shown in (A). At first the liquid part is tore

away from the parent particle due to the gas flow (B).

Then the blown fluids are disrupted into small pieces

by the effect of the surface tension (C). As a results,

many ejectors scatter behind the parent particle (D).

Identification of each ejector: In order to examine

the radius and velocity of each ejector, and total num-

ber of ejectors, we use Clump Find method, which is

used in the field of information technology to identify

isolated clumps. After the identification of clumps, we

identify 26 ejectors in the panel (C). In addition, we

also obtain the radius of each ejector assuming a

spherical shape and its velocity of mass center. From

information of ejectors we can obtain the mean ejector

radius is 0.82mm and radial velocity dispersion �v is

20.4cm/s. The ejection rate Reject is 1.2x10
4
s
-1
calculat-

ed from ejection duration and number of ejectors.

Collision frequency: From our numerical simula-

tion, we can estimate the collision frequency. Its values

are 7.01 (rp = 5 mm, Pfm= 20000 dyn/cm
2
), 4.03 (rp =

10 mm, Pfm= 20000 dyn/cm
2
), and 4.85 (rp = 5 mm,

Pfm= 80000 dyn/cm
2
) respectively. Therefore each

ejector will experience about 1-10 times of collisions

in average per one disruption event. Since these values

are large enough, it seems possible to form compound

chondrules in the shock-wave heating model.
Collision of ejectors:

Shadow effect: Though we discussed collision

frequency of ejectors statistically, we can examine the
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the collision of ejectors directly using our numerical

simulation. Indeed, we observed in our simulations that

some ejectors are colliding each other (see Figs 1(C)

and (D)). We examine velocity evolutions of z-

direction (the direction of gas flow) of two ejectors,

named ejector1 [ejected earlier] and ejector2 [ejected

later] (Figure 2). While ejector2 is accelerated by gas

flow, ejector1 is not accelerated (almost uniform ve-

locity motion) because ejector2 blocks out the gas flow.

We call it “shadow effect”. Thanks to the shadow effect,

ejector2 catches up ejector1.

Compound chondrule formation: It is required for

two component chondrules of a set of compound to

have temperature (viscosity) difference because if the

viscosities of both components are too low to keep

their external shapes during collision, they must fuse

together and we may not observe them as compound

chondrules. If we assume that ejector2 does not cool

because the gas frictional heating takes place, in con-

trast, ejector1 can cool rapidly by the radiative cooling

because the gas flow is blocked by ejector2. Assuming

that the temperatures of these two ejectors are the same

at the time when ejector2 blocks the gas flow toward

ejector1, the variation in temperature of ejector2 from

ejection to collision (~0.004 sec), that is, temperature

diffrence between two ejectors is

where �, �, T, and C are Stefan-Boltzmann constant,

emissivity of ejector, temperature, and heat capacity of

the dust particle, respectively. The value of heat capac-

ity is set as 1.4x10
7
erg g

-1
K
-1
. The calculated tempera-

ture difference may be too low to generate enough

viscosity difference. It might be difficult to form com-

pound chondrule from this collision (ejector1 and ejec-

tor2). We can consider two possibilities to get over this

difficulty. First, ejectors would cool more as they go

away from the parent dust particle. If they collide at

t~1sec after ejection, they cool by about 100K due to

the radiative cooling. This might result into stiff colli-

sion to form compound chondrule. However, the num-

ber density of ejectors far from the parent particle is

much smaller than beside it. We have to examine the

orbit of each ejector in order to confirm whether colli-

sions occur at such low-density region or not. Second,

there can be an initial temperature (viscosity) differ-

ence between two ejectors at the time when they are

ejected. In this case, the collisions immediately after

the ejection account for the compound chondrule for-

mation because one ejector has been already stiffer

than another. In order to confirm this idea, we have to

improve our code involving the energy equation taking

into account heat conduction, gas drag heating, and

radiative cooling. This is challenging, but very impor-

tant to elucidate the compound chondrule formation.

We are planning to develop such code and carry out

the thermo-hydrodynamical simulation in the future.

Summary:

We performed three-dimensional hydrodynam-

icssimulations to examine disruption of the molten dust

particle exposed to high-velocity gas flow and estimat-

ed the collision frequency among ejectors in the frame-

work of shock-wave heating model. We found that the

collision frequency is much higher than the

observational frequency of compound chondrules. In

addition, we confirmed collision of ejectors in our nu-

merical simulation. These results strongly suggest that

the disruption of large molten dust particle in the gas

flow account for the compound chondrule formation

and support the scenario of chondrule formation by

nebula shocks.
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Figure1: Hydrodynamics simulation of molten dust

particle.

Figure2: Time evolution of two ejectors. Red line

represents ejector1 and green line represents ejector2.

Horizontal axis is progress time and vertical axis is z-

directional velocity.
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